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Measuring job usage and queue load
Jobs request a reservation 
of a set of resources

The jobs’ requested 
resources are reserved 
during the run time and sit 
pending during the queue 
time

From the job records we 
can measure each 
account’s resource 
reservation and queue load

Regardless of the account’s 
queue load, the scheduler 
tries to maintain usage in 
line with the account’s 
target share over time.
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Account states in relation to job usage and queue load



Assessing unexpected wait times

Unexpected wait times can 
occur for several 
identifiable reasons

Some of these reasons can 
be related to system states 
which interact with job 
properties



Assessing unexpected wait times

Jobs in queue are not 
always eligible to run



The show_jobs notebook repository

https://github.com/jadesjardins/show_jobs
The show_use notebook repo contains 
tool for querying job records from the 
system’s Slurm scheduler and provides 
some interactive visualizations

The repository’s README.md provides instructions for 
cloning the repo, 
installing the requirements, 
setting up the virtual environment and kernel,
starting the interactive notebook job, 
tunneling to the compute node,
navigating to the notebook from a browser.

https://github.com/jadesjardins/show_jobs


Population state of accounts on a cluster

All of the jobs on a cluster 
are competing for 
resources based on fair 
share.

The state of all accounts 
on a cluster can impact job 
wait times. 



Ranking the state of allocation accounts on a cluster

The clusters are monitored for 
accounts that are in states of 
“usage pain”



Alerting of pain states in staff portal.

A staff portal provides an interface 
for querying the state of a cluster 
at a given time and alerts of 
accounts in an unexpected wait 
state.



Assessing a cluster’s state of job priorities

The start time priority of job 
records on a cluster can be used 
to assess the types of load and the 
fairness with which heterogeneous 
workloads are deployed to the 
compute nodes.



Assessing a cluster’s state of job priorities

Exploring the populations of job start time priorities over 
different periods of time allows staff to identify potential 
fairness issues.



partition-stats snapshot of the partition and job state

Users can get a high-level view of 
the current state of a cluster’s 
partition and job state using 
“partition-stats”



clusterstats snapshot of the partition and job state

Users can also dig down into details about the 
priority of status of their jobs within current 
partition and queue state of the cluster using 
“clusterstats”



clusterstats snapshot of the partition and job state
Given all of the dynamic states of the job population of a cluster, a job’s rank within the 
queue of jobs competing for the same resources is one of the best predictors of wait time … 
but wait time is still impossible to predict.



Thank you for your attention!

Questions?


